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The purpose of this project was to increase the literacy skills of preschoolers through
family involvement activities. Research on the factors that contribute to early literacy and
ways that parents can be involved in the literacy development of their child was examined.
Two workshops were designed based on this research which suggests that the
development of literacy is a gradual process which occurs long before the child enters school.
Two workshops were designed to provide parents with ideas. The first was to show how to
create a literacy rich environment in their home, the second,\to show how parents can
become involved with their child's education by establishing a working relationship with the
school. Ten take-home literacy activities were designed to further increase parent
involvement in the literacy learning of their preschooler.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND OF THE PROJECT
Introduction
In the past decade, a deluge of national statistics has detailed the hardships and
stresses facing children and families today. Decreasing economic opportunities find
families struggling to support themselves. Today, nearly one fourth of American
children are growing up in poverty. Approximately 13,000,000 children lack the
minimal resources essential to support normal growth and development (Ramey,
1990). According to Ramey, poverty has a devastating effect on families and
children, including delays in young children's developmental progress, lowered
aspirations, and increased apathy among older children and adults, and school failure
or withdrawal of many capable children. It is well established that children from
low-income families tend to achieve less well in reading and writing than their
middle-class counterparts (St. John, 1970; Chaney, 1994 ). Due to high rates of
poverty, Sticht and McDonald ( 1990) report that African~American and
Mexican-American populations are particularly at risk of failing to achieve the
cognitive skills necessary to attain economic security.
These unfortunate realities have taken a toll on America's youth in the form of
achievement problems and disturbing school dropout rates. In 1990, 3.8 million
people in the United States age 16 to 24 were high school dropouts, representing
approximately 12.1 % of all persons in this age group (National Center for Education
Statistics, 1991 ). In 1993, The Department of Education reported that nearly half of
all Americans were functionally illiterate, lacking the skill necessary to write a letter
of complaint about a billing error or to understand written jury instructions (National
Center for Education Statistics, 1993). Even among individuals who graduate from
high school, Sticht and McDonald (1990) have estimated that one in eight will be
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"functionally illiterate."
These statistics have led to new attempts to solve the growing problem oflow
literacy facing our nation today. Declining achievement scores, rising educational
costs, and distrust of bureaucratic institutions are among factors which have
refocused attention on the rights, responsibilities, and impact of parents.
There is a large and consistent body ofresearch demonstrating a relationship
between parents' behaviors and children's success in school. Substantial evidence
shows that children whose parents are involved in their schooling have significantly
increased their academic achievement and cognitive development (Epstein, 1986;
Teale, 1978; Morrow, 1983).
Morrow (1983) believes that family characteristics, such as academic guidance,
attitudes toward education, parental aspirations for the child, conversations in the
home, reading materials in the home, and cultural activities contribute directly to
early reading achievement and account for considerably more variance in children's
achievement than socioeconomic status. Morrow also reported that early readers

were more successful in general school achievement and were less likely to drop out
of high school. In addition, children whose parents are involved in their €ducational
decisions do better than children whose parents are not, regardless of socioeconomic
class (Dormbusch & Leiderman, 1992).
For many Hispanic families, however, the roles of parents and schools are
sharply divided. At home, Hispanic children are usually nurtµred with great care by a
large number ofrelatives. Often, however, family members don't extend their
caregiving role into their children's schools and they are often reluctant to become
involved in either their children's education or in school activities. In the case of
poor Hispanic parents, interactions with school range from low to non-existent
(Nicolau & Ramos, 1990).
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Based on considerable evidence that parent involvement leads to improved
student achievement coupled with the realities of the increasing needs of public
school students and the mounting costs of providing services to them, educators must
look to other strategies and resources to aide in the education of the nation's youth.
Parental involvement is a potent but underutilized resource available to support
students' learning.

Purpose of the Project
There is little debate about the benefits of parent involvement in school
activities. However, 40% of parents across the country believe that they are not
devoting enough time to their children's education (Henderson & Berla, 1994).
Many parents today are unsure of how to help their children learn. Some simply are
not prepared to be parents. Other parents may have had bad experiences with school
themselves and are reluctant to return to school even as a parent, or they may feel
intimidated and unsure about the contributions compared with those of a teacher. In
addition, the families of the children being educated in America's schools today are
extremely diverse. Many children today are being raised in one-parent families who
are often faced with trying to complete all household duties in the limited time
available leaving little time for school activities. Furthermore, many families do not
speak or understand English. This barrier may be a special problem for low-income
families who have little or no education themselves or have a culture different than
that of the school. Yet, many parents say they would be willing to spend more time
on homework or other learning activities with their children if teachers gave them
more guidance (Epstein, 1984 ).
The purpose of this project was to increase preschool children's academic
literacy skills through family involvement activities to be demonstrated at two
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workshops developed by the author. The two workshops were developed for the
parents and families of preschoolers enrolled in the Early Childhood Education and
Assistance Program (ECEAP) at Adams Elementary School in Yakima, Washington.
The first workshop dealt with infonnation on the importance of building a finn
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foundation at home to aid in the development of literacy for future success in reading
and writing. The second workshop highlighted ways that parents can become
involved in the literacy learning of their child via a home-school partnership. The
workshops were designed to relay to family members the research that supports a
strong link between the home environment and children's learning to read and write
and the importance of parental involvement with the school. Ten activity packets
were created in English and Spanish to reinforce family involvement and the literacy
skills of their preschooler.

Significance of the Project
Adams Elementary School in the Yakima Washington School District serves 708
students preschool through fifth grade. According to the 1995-1996 Annual School
Report, 67% were a racial minority with the number of Hispanic students being 53%.
Seventy-seven percent of the students at Adams were served free and reduced
lunches. Following is the percentage of students at Adams who were successful with
learning course outcomes at their grade level compared to all students in the Yakima
District in reading:
Kindergarten
Grade I
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 4
Grade 5

Adams
69
48
76
40
13
47

District
74
56
74
58
63
69
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The author is a preschool teacher in the ECEAP program at Adams Elementary.
Of the 54 students enrolled in ECEAP, 80% are Hispanic and I 00% are participants
in the Federal Government's Free and Reduced Lunch Program. Results of the
Developmental Indicators for the Assessment of Leaming-Revised (DIAL-R), a test
which is given to four year old children prior to enrollment .in the ECEAP preschool
program, indicated the majority of the children entered school with delayed language
development.
Research has shown that development of a child's literacy is strongly
influenced by the parent's literacy, especially the mother's (Teale & Sulzby, 1986).
But many traditional parenting practices oflow-income mothers and
fathers-Hispanics included-do not encourage curiosity or experimentation with verbal
skiJls. Low-income parents tend to talk ill. their children and not generaJly engage
them in conversation. According to Stanovich ( 1986 ), children who engage in playful
reading and writing opportunities at home are likely to come to school with some
basic understandings of literacy and are eager to learn more, while those who do not,
may not. Many low-income children enter kindergarten seriously lacking in language
development, regardless of whether they are bilingual, speak only English, or speak
only Spanish.

Limitations of the Studv
This project was developed for all parents, including Hispanic, Spanish and
non-Spanish speaking families of the preschool students enrolled in the ECEAP
program located at Adams Elementary School in Yakima Washington. The two
workshops were designed for the preschool level, although the workshop information
and related activities could be adapted for kindergarten students. In addition, the
workshop activities and materials were designed to increase emergent literacy skills
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only. Other content areas such as Math and Science were not included in the
workshop.

Definitions of Terms
For the purposes of this project, the terms and their definitions are stated below.
ECEAP· Early Childhood Education and Assistance Program- A state funded
program for low-income families of preschool children.
Literacy: The ability to comprehend and produce natural language in its written
form as well as the ability to use both written and spoken language to accomplish
specific problem-solving and communication goals.
Family literacv: Interactive literacy activities between parents and their children,
including parent education, parent literacy training and early childhood education.
Emergent literacy: A new perspective on early reading and writing that explores
what young children do with literacy, what they know about reading and writing
before they enter school, and how they develop literacy knowledge and literate
practices.

Overview of the Remainder of the Project
Chapter Two includes a review of the literature researched for the project. It
contains sections on early educational factors that contribute to literacy development
and parent involvement, including an emphasis on providing culturally sensitive
strategies for Hispanic parents. Chapter Three describes the procedures and
development of the project. Chapter Four consists of the project itself Chapter Five
contains a summary of the project and the author's summary, conclusion and
recommendations for further research.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction
In the past 20 years, researchers and scholars working in early literacy have
developed a powerful knowledge base, concluding that children come to know literacy
through their daily and mundane experiences in their particular social, cultural, religious,
economic, linguistic, and literate societies (Goodman, 1986). Research today finds that
like talking and listening, reading and writing have roots that reach back into infancy.
Early literacy begins when children encounter books and other written texts in their own
social, cultural environments. Beginning understandings of written language are also
learned within a natural environment oflanguage use. Children learn what books and
other written texts are, in what circumstances they are used, and what is in reading and
writing for them (Durkin, 1966).
Similarly, interest in the ways in which parents help their children to develop the
requisite language skills for reading and writing has been growing. Educators have long
researched the importance of the role that parents play in the early literacy development
of their children both at home and at school. Conditions that promote first language
learning are the very same conditions that promote oral literacy development. These
conditions, created in the social context surrounding a child, involve immersion,
approximation, opportunity to practice, feedback, and modeling (Camborne, 1984).
Unfortunately, however, many families and children in schools today have not had these
traditions ofliteracy. These realities increase the chances that many children will have
trouble becoming fully literate and thus are at-risk for school failure.
The purpose of this review of related literature is to research early educational
experiences and the connection to later success as well as the different ways that parents
7
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and schools can work together to provide opportunities for families to be involved in the
development of their children's literacy skills. The related literature is divided into three
main sections. The first section includes factors that promotes literacy development in
the home. In the second section, research on successful home-school partnerships and
parent involvement programs that increase literacy is reported. The third section
examines recent research and program developments designed to improve the education
of children by improving the literacy skills of parents.

Factors that Promote Literacy in the Home and Early Educational Experiences
Specific kinds of early educational experiences provided for children by both
parents and teachers frorn...infancy, preschool and later into school can make a significant
difference in the reading ability of students. Durkin ( 1966) describes early childhood
learning experiences as those that include: learning nursery rhymes and stories, watching
Sesame Street, playing word and number games, being read to, attending
nursery/preschool, and participating in special lessons such as swimming, dance, and
music.

Such practices as shared reading, reading aloud, making print materials

available, and promoting positive attitudes toward literacy in the home were also
reported to have a significant effect on children's literacy learning.
Leichter (1984) described the family's influence in literacy development in this
way:
Interpersonal interaction consists of the literacy experiences shared with a child
by parents, siblings, and other individuals in the home. The physical environment
includes the literacy materials available in the home. The emotional and
motivational climate comprises the relationships among the individuals in a
home, especially as reflected in the parents' attitudes toward literacy and their
aspira,tions for their children's literacy achievement. (p. 43)
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Studies of children who learn to read early highlighted many likely contributory
factors such as children being read to from a young age, reading materials in the home
and parents encouraging their children's literacy (Durkin, 1966). Researchers have
studied homes in which children read and write early without any direct instruction
(Morrow, 1983; Durkin, 1966; Teale, 1978).

According to Morrow (1983), results

consistently establishes that certain characteristics are common to these children
and their homes. The IQ scores of early readers are not necessarily high; they
range from low-average to above average. They are interested in paper and pencil
tasks, letters and words. Their parents read to them, readily help with writing and
reading , and often read themselves. These parents read a great variety of
material, including novels, magazines, newspapers, and work-related information.
They own or borrow books, both for themselves and for their children. Reading
and writing materials can be found throughout their home, in living rooms,
bedrooms, family rooms, playroom, kitchens, and bathrooms. Parents in these
homes often take their children to the library and bookstores. (p. 226)
Two major longitudinal studies in Britain have investigated aspects of children's
home background which relate to literacy achievement. A summary by Dumas (1993) of
the Bristol Language Development Programme indicated that children's knowledge of
literacy was the best predictor of overall achievement. Dumas also found that the
children who knew most about literacy tended to have parents who read more and owned
more books, and read more often with their children.
In a longitudinal study of children's school achievement and progress starting at
school entry, Teale (1986) found that children who performed well on tests ofliteracy
just before school began were most likely to be performing well later in school. Children
of parents who provided more exposure to books and who had the most positive attitude
towards helping the children at home, scored higher on tests of reading and writing
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than other. Also letter identification at school entry was the strongest predictor of
reading. Handwriting skills at school entry were also related to later reading ability.
Weinberger (1996) further researched the relationship between parent and family
context and children's levels ofreading at school. He found that children who read well
are those whose literacy was encouraged at home, allowing them the repeated experience
of favorite books and whose parents read to them. The children saw their parents read at
home, and the parents themselves had some idea of how literacy was taught in schools.
Research by Scarborough and Dobrich ( 1994) further supports the relationship
between book reading and reading achievement. They found that parent-preschooler
book reading is related to outcome measures such as language growth, emergent literacy,
and reading achievement.
Various researchers have studied homes in which children read and write early
without direct instruction ( Durkin, 1966; Morrow, 1983; Teale, 1986). The results have
consistently established that certain characteristics are common to these children and
their homes. In summary, the characteristics are:
1. children are interested in paper and pencil activities, letters and words
2. parents read to children and readily help with reading and writing tasks
3. parents model reading using a big variety ofreading materials
4. parents own and borrow books for themselves and children
5. reading and writing materials can be found in all rooms of house
6. parents take children to bookstores and libraries
7. books are associated with pleasure and literacy activities are rewarded
8. children are offered many experiences to broaden their background
9. families are often smaller and parents better educated
1O.children watch television Jess often and spend time writing and reading
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Teale ( I 978) researched environmental factors which were repeatedly associated
with early reading. He explained that the factors are not independent and that they are
only pieces of the child's experiences. The factors were:
I. An availability and range of printed materials in the environment.
· 2. Reading is "done" in the environment.
3. The environment facilitates contact with paper and pencil.
4. Those in the environment should respond to what the child is trying
to do. (pp. 925-929)
Children's success in school can be linked to parents reading to their children and
listening to them read. According to Clay ( 1979) learning to read begins at home. Just
as children naturally learn to talk by following their parents examples, they may naturally
learn a great deal about reading before they ever set foot inside a school building.
Dickenson and Snow ( 1987) showed that social class variables, (defined by
income, parent occupation, or maternal education) were a significant factor in children's
success on metalinguistic tasks and, in particular, on phonological tasks. The children of
wealthier and better educated families scored higher than working-class children on a
number of print awareness tasks in kindergarten. Dickenson and Snow found that
children from all families interviewed received some exposure to print, but that
middle-class families routinely provide abundant exposure to a wide variety ofliteracy
experiences, while the quantity ofliteracy experiences varied among poorer and
less-well-educated families. The amount of family literacy experience was related to
children's knowledge of alphabet concepts. Children who were read to more often were
more likely to develop skills in recognizing and reproducing letters before being taught
the alphabet formally in school.
Much has been written about the influence of activities in literacy-enriched home
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environments on children's later success in reading and the potential problems for those
who do not come from such circumstances (Durkin, 1966). Ramey ( 1990) stated that the
vast majority of children who perform below minimal standards in public school come
disproportionately from homes which have extremely limited economic and educational
resources. According to Mason (1984) high school seniors who were provided with
more reading, language, and other kinds of both direct and indirect educational
experiences during their preschool years had higher overall levels of reading competency
than those provided with less.

Parent lnvolvement and Home-School Partnerships
Parents exert the earliest and most lasting influences on their children. For the
first 18 years of their Jives, children spend only about I 3% of their waking hours in
school and 87% of their waking time exposed to their families (National School Boards
Association, 1988). Parents know their child's likes and dislikes, needs, and problems
that the school may be unaware of. When schools and families work together as partners,
they promote success for their students. Parent involvement is critical in facilitating
children's development and achievement and in preventing and remedying educational
and developmental problems (Teale, I 978).
Studies show that school practices to encourage parents to participate in their
children's education are more important than family characteristics like parental
education, family size, marital status, socioeconomic level, or student grade level in
determining whether parents get involved (Dauber & Epstein, 1993). Morrow (1983)
states that children whose parents are involved in their educational decisions do better
than children whose parents are not, regardless of socioeconomic class.
Parent involvement in educational settings can take a variety of forms. In
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summary, five types of parent involvement as described by Epstein (1986) are:
I. Basic obligations of parents for providing food, shelter, clothing, health, and
safety. Once children are in school, parents provide space and time for school
work at home.
2. School to home communications: notes, conferences, phone calls.
3. Parent involvement at school.
4. Parent involvement in learning activities at home.
5. Parent involvement in governance and advocacy: PTA/PTP, parent policy
organizations, advocacy groups.
According to Epstein, no one method was more beneficial than another.
Epstein (1986) studied test scores to see whether students whose teachers
emphasized parent involvement gained more in reading and math achievement than did
students in other teacher's classrooms. She found that students whose parents were
involved frequently made greater gains in reading achievement than did the other
students.
A study done at the University of Pennsylvania examined the effect of parent
involvement intervention on the mathematics achievement of academically at-risk school
age students. Findings indicated that students who received parent involvement
displayed higher levels of accurate math computations on both the standardized tests and
the curriculum-based measures (Heller & Fantuzzo, 1993).
Epstein ( 1995) found that while most parents believe in parent involvement many
parents find it difficult to come to their child's school because oflack of time, a feeling
of not being welcome or unpleasant memories. According to the Families and Work
Institute, (1994) 66 percent of employed parents with children under 18 say they do not
have enough time for their children.
Some parents readily volunteer their time at the schools. Others are reluctant or
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unable to participate. Many Hispanic parents are reluctant to come to their child's school
because of the cultural differences. In many Latin American countries, it is considered
rude for a parent to intrude into the life of the school. Most Hispanic parents believe that
it is their job to nurture and the school's job to educate and the two jobs do not mix
(Aronson, 1996). Such families may also have increasing difficulty in helping children
with their academics as children advance in age and in grade because they may have little
or no education themselves. Hispanics, except for Cuban-Americans, can be
characterized as having high rates of poverty and low levels of educational achievement
(Nicolau & Ramos, 1990). They are also one of the most educationally vulnerable
minority groups in the United States. They start kindergarten somewhat below their
peers; 44% by age 13 are at least one year below expected grade level; and more than
40% drop out before completing high school.
Although getting parents involved in their children's education is a great
challenge for educators, research shows that they can do a great deal more to promote
greater parent involvement (Dauber & Epstein, 1993 ). According to Epstein ( 1995),
student achievement increases and attitudes improve because of greater involvement
from parents. In summary, Epstein reports that in order to promote successful
partnerships, members of the school community need:
1. Educators that are interested in promoting family involvement.
2. Educators that are skillful in promoting family involvement.
3. Educators and parents that are aware of the benefits for students, schools, and
the parents themselves.
4. Educators and parents that develop teacher-parent partnerships.
5. Parents who have positive attitudes and want to increase their skills in helping
their children succeed in school.
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Researchers have found that teachers are sometimes reluctant to encourage parent
involvement because they are uncertain how to involve them while still maintaining their
role as the expert (Meighan, 1981 ). Teachers also report that parent involvement
activities take too much planning time, turn responsibility for teaching over to parents,
and are disrupted because parents do not Know how to work with students. There is also
the concern about commitment, confidentiality and parents being overly critical. Despite
these difficulties, the proven benefits of parent participation results in continued interest
in the development of programs ( Epstein, 1995).
Furthermore, schools need to make a concerted effort to help Hispa_nic and/or low
income families become involved because they often wait for an approach from the
school. A growing number of parents do not speak or read English well enough to
communicate with teachers and administrators. According to Aronson ( 1996),
Because of cultural differences, many parents are not familiar with the
expectations of their children's schools and don't understand how to go about
getting involved, even if they want to. Some parents lack the educational
background or skills they feel they need to interact with teachers and staff For
others, their own negative experiences as students make them uncomfortable
going to school. (p. 58)
Nicolau and Ramos ( 1990) recommend the following strategies to increase and
retain the involvement of Hispanic parents:
1. Personal Touch. Make the first contact in the parents' primary language and
use face-to-face communication. Home visits are a particularly good way to
begin.
2. Non-Judgmental Communication. Parents need to be supported for their
strengths, not judged for perceived failings.
3. Perseverance in Maintaining Involvement. Activities must respond to real
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need or concern of parents.
4. Bilingual Support. All communication, written and oral must be in Spanish
and English.
5. Strong Leadership and Administrative Support. Flexible policies, a welcoming

environment, and a collegial atmosphere are important. Principals must be
committed to project goals.
6. Staff Development Focused on Hispanic Culture. All staff must understand the
features of the Hispanic culture and its impact on student's behavior and
learning styles.
7. Community Outreach. Many families could benefit from family literacy
programs, vocational training, ESL programs, improved medical and dental
services, and other community-based social services. (p. 9)
Some education professionals have called Hispanic parents an "un-tapped"
resource (Nicolau & Ramos, 1990). Even if parents are working and cannot volunteer
their time, other available family members could volunteer. If the schools need their
help, and if this need is made clear, Hispanic families are more likely to feel welcome,
useful, and respected and this participation could lead to a fuller involvement with the
school.
One successful program designed to help Hispanic parents feel more connected to
the school and their children's education is The Parent Forum located on the border of
New Mexico and Mexico (Cooper, 1994). This all day event highlights the parents' role
in the educational program, and is promoted by the community including teachers,
students, Parent-Teacher Organizations, local business, and the school district. The day
consists of a series of discussions on various topics, including gang prevention, discipline
techniques, health, and nutrition, in which parents and outside experts participate.
Discussions are conducted in English and Spanish or are translated as necessary. The
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Parent Forum is one of several strategies that has increased Parent-Teacher Organization
attendance, the number of parents that volunteer, and participation in the school book
sales.

Farnily Literacy Projects
In our country today, many families do not speak English and therefore are not
able to support their child's English reading and writing development in the ways that
schools have suggested. In addition, many parents who have limited literacy ability
cannot do so in the mainstream approach. It is the intention of family literacy programs
to break the cycle of illiteracy by creating environments which enable adult learners to
enhance their own literacies and at the same time promote the literacies of their own
children.
A variety of family literacy programs exists. Literacy projects are often headed
by public schools, adult literacy programs, community based groups, government
agencies or often combinations of groups. Morrow ( 1993) reports on three types of
family literacy programs that seem to emerge from the research:
I. Programs that bring the adult and child together- There are separate activities
and instruction for both parents and their children as well as group activities. Programs
are structured and occur over a long period of time. Examples are Parents and Literacy
(PALS), Even Start programs and a Family Literacy model. Programs such as these
involve adults with limited education and their preschool children, both attending a
public school for literacy instruction.
According to Powell (1995), children's success in school has been found to be
associated with the quality of the home environment in the early years oflife. He reports
that there are five major ways that early family environments contribute to children's
school performance. The program Even Start focuses on a range of parenting dimensions

f
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including: child development, understanding of each child's abilities, parents' teaching
strategies, early literacy environments and control and discipline. Powell states that no
one area is more significant th~thers in predicting children:s success in school.
Improving the school readiness and literacy skills of children is the goal of the
federally funded Even Start family literacy program. Preliminary findings of the 4-year
national evaluation of the program reveal that participating children who have had no
prior pre-school experience double the expected developmental growth rate. This finding
suggests that as these children enter the public school system they are more likely to
know basic concepts and precursors of kindergarten skills than they would have in the
absence of the program (St. Pierre, Swartz, Murray, & Deck, 1993).
In the Kenan Trust Family Literacy Model, parents work on basic academic skills
and parenting skills while their children attend a preschool class. Follow-up studies of
preschool participants who were at risk of failure when they enrolled in the program
showed that primary grade students performed above average on variables such as
academic performance, motivation to learn, attendance, self confidence, and probable
success in school. Ninety percent of the children were rated as not considered at risk for
school failure by their current teachers (Powell, 1995).
There were also significant findings for the parents who participated in the Kenan
Trust Family Literacy Model. Over 80 percent of the parents who enrolled in the
program were unemployed, had not completed high school, and had an income ofless
than $7,000 per year, primarily from public assistance (Seaman, Popp, & Darling, 1991 ).
After participation in the program; 41 percent either were in some form of higher or
continuing education program or had definite plans for enrolling; 35 percent were
employed; 41 percent were not receiving any form of public assistance; and well over
half of the parents were still serving as volunteers in their children's elementary schools
1 to 3 years after leaving the program.
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2. Programs that focus on the adult- Adults receive literacy instruction, English
as a Second Language instruction, and instruction in how to read to children including
appropriate modeling techniques and strategies. Children benefit indirectly.
The MELD program in the Los Angeles area is a parent program for low-income
Mexican immigrant mothers. The program is a modified peer self-help group with
laypersons as facilitators of twice-monthly discussions based on curriculum materials
dealing with child and parent development, including lessons on the importance of early
literacy. A study of the program found that parents who participated underwent positive
changes in their child-rearing beliefs and practices. There were no changes in those
parents that did not attend (Powell, 1990).
The development of Project Primer (PRoducing Infant/Mother Ethnic Readers),
was designed to encourage low-income parents to read to their child (Cronan, 1995).
The effects of the program on parents and children were evaluated. Results indicated that
parents engaged in the targeted behaviors and the children in the high intervention
program showed improvements in their cognitive abilities.
3. Programs that focus on the child- Children receive direct instruction and

parents are asked to assist at home, but do not receive any actual training. Preschool
programs such as ECEAP, Headstart, and community sites are examples. The
Read-a-than program where parents record numbers of books read by their child and
time spent reading is an example of this kind of literacy program as well.

Summar)'
The literature reviewed in preparing this project overwhelmingly supports the
need for an educational partnership between home and school. Researchers have
established a strong link between family involvement and student achievement. In
addition compelling evidence from research suggests that growing up in a home where
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literacy is encouraged by parents gives a child a solid foundation for learning in school.
When schools and families work together as partners, they promote success for their
students. This is especially important for those students thought to be at-risk, such as low
income and many Hispanic students.

CHAPTER THREE
PROCEDURES

The author has a degree in Early Childhood Education and has taught preschool
in both the private and public sector. Prior to becoming the Yakima School District's
Early Childhood Education and Assistance Program (ECEAP) teacher, she taught four
years at Carroll Childrens Center, a privately funded center-based program. This center
was located in and drew it's students from a higher socioeconomic area of the
community. For the past five years, the author has been employed by the Yakima School
District, teaching in an area comprised mostly of low-income families, primarily of
Hispanic descent.
The author immediately noticed an enormous difference between the language
skills of the preschoolers, where poverty and family illiteracy were issues, and the
students from higher income families. The majority of the ECEAP students' actual
language use scored considerably lower on screening tests, informal teacher assessments
and teacher observations. Many were unable to label simple objects such as table, floor,
or cup. When asked simple "how" or "why" questions, many were not able to answer
with correct responses. Very few students understood prepositions. Many had difficulty
following verbal directions as well as verbally communicating their needs with adults
and peers.
The goal of the author's project was to improve preschool children's literacy
development via a home and school partnership in order for them to be "ready to learn"
for kindergarten. For information on the subject, the author began by attending two
workshops. The first workshop, in October, 1995, was entitled Culturally Competent
Family Centered Services, which was sponsored by the Readiness to Learn Grant in
Yakima. There she began to learn more about both the Hispanic culture and the different
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needs oflow-income families. The second workshop, in March, 1996, was called
Mapping the Northwest-Family Literacy. This workshop was presented by the Northwest
Regional Literacy Resource Center. Attending the workshop confirmed the importance
and need for reading and writing skills for all family members in order to break the cycle
of intergenerational poverty.
Next the author researched the related literature in the library on the subjects of
emergent literacy, parent involvement, and family literacy programs that have been
successful. The parent workshops were developed based on the information from the
research on which programs worked best for the families who are most like the ECEAP
families the author works with. The activity packets that reinforced the workshop
information were developed after the two workshops were held to better meet the needs
and wants of the actual parents involved.
Finally, recommendations for future workshops to increase parent involvement
were discussed based on parent feedback, attendance at the workshops and parent
participation in the activities.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT
Two workshops were developed for the purpose of providing information to
parents of the Early Childhood Education and Assistance Program (ECEAP) ways to
enhance the literacy skills of their preschool child. The workshops were developed based
on research that has established a strong link between family involvement and student
achievement, and confirmed that growing up in a home where literacy is encouraged
provides a child with a solid foundation for learning in school.
The emphasis of the workshops was on helping parents/families design a home
literacy environment, respond to literacy behaviors, and to become comfortable with
their own literacy development. "Make and Take" activities were offered to model ways
to be involved with their children at home. Appendix A contains the ten monthly
activities which were designed to keep parents actively involved throughout the school
year. Appendix B includes a book list which corresponds to the monthly themes taught
in the preschool classroom.
Parents ofECEAP preschoolers emolled at Adams Elementary School were
invited to attend the two day workshop which was held in their child's preschool
classroom. They were initially invited during the Open House held before school began
in the fall. Parents who did not attend the Open House received a visit to their home. All
parents received a letter of invitation and information in the mail which was printed in
both languages.
The workshop was presented by the author and her bilingual classroom assistant
who translated all information into Spanish. The handouts, overheads and activites were
all translated into Spanish as well. Child care and snacks were provided. Transportation
was offered for those in need.
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Day 1 Agenda
8:30-9:00

Hospitality

9:00-9:30

Welcome, Introductions & Announcements
Icebreaker
Groundrules
Emergent Literacy- What is it?
J>\'· Emergent Literacy Overview
Oral Language and Literacy Development

9:30-10:00

I

10:00-10:30 {, Creating a Literacy Environment at Home
Activity- Parent/Home Report Card
10:30-10:45

Break

10:45-11:30

Factors That Support Literacy in the Home
1. Materials to Read in the Home
2. Reading is "Done" in the Home
3. Materials for Writing in the Home
4. Supporting Children's Literacy Behaviors

11 :30.-12:00

Reading to Your Child

12:00

Dismissal
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Totes for Take Home Literacy Activities
Dismissal
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Icebreaker-Group Exercise
Purpose:

To help the participants meet some other
group members. Icebreakers help in the
formation of a "group sense" and assist
participants in focusing on the information.

Time Required:

About 10-15 minutes.

Supplies/
Equipment:

Instructions:

Icebreaker handout
Pens and pencils
Refer to People Bingo sheet. Instruct group
to mingle among members and get a
signature in each bingo square when you
find someone who answers yes to the
requirement.
will need to get a signature in eaffi
square- this is blackout bingo!
YOU
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Ground Rules
Purpose:

Ground rules are designed to set an open
unthreatening atmosphere. Ground rules
give everyone the right to state their opinion
or belief and have it respected.

Time Required:

5 minutes

Supplies/
Equipment:

Ground rules hand out and overhead

Instructions:

Read and explain each individual ground
rule.
Ground Rules:
1. Everyone Participates
2. Right to Pass
3. All Opinions Are Honored
4. Leader Respects Others and Self
5. Confidentiality
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Ground Rules
* Everyone Participates
* Right to Pass
.

-

* All Opinions Are Honored
* Leader Respects Others and Self
* Confidentiality

Overhead # 1: Ground Rules

(
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I. Emergent Literacy
What is it?
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Emergent Literacy Overview
Emergent literacy is a concept that has become prominent only
recently, even though there is a long history of research in young children's
reading and writing. Over the past ten years, the concept of emergent literacy
has gradually replaced the notion of reading readiness. The theory of
emergent literacy developed from research in the fields of child development,
psychology, education, linguistics, anthropology, and sociology. It virtually
redefined the field of literacy and made educators, teachers, and parents
aware that the term reading readiness no longer adequately describes what is
happening in the literacy development of young children (Teale, 1986).
The term reading readiness came into popular use during the 1930s
and 1940s and still remains today. Reading readiness suggests that there is a
point in time when a child is ready to begin to learn to read and write. Skills
are taught systematically on the assumption that all children are a similar
level of development when they come to preschool or kindergarten. The
system does not consider experiences or information that a child may already
have about literacy. In contrast, emergent literacy suggests that the
development ofliteracy is taking place within the child. It also suggest that it
is a gradual process and will take place over time. For something to emerge
it needs to be there at the beginning (the child's own natural learning ability),
and things usually only emerge under the right conditions (Hall, 1987).
Literacy refers to the interrelatedness of language--speaking, listening,
reading, writing, and viewing.

In the past decade, we have begun to challenge these traditional
assumptions about reading and writing. We have watched children in the
process of engaging in literacy events. We have begun to study families and
children where the children were reading before they entered school. We
have identified characteristics that are present in the home of early readers.
From this large body of research, the theory of emergent literacy evolved to
encompass the following elements:
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1.

Learning to read and write begins very early in life.

Babies have very early contact with written language as parents place
soft alphabet blocks in their rooms or read them books. By age two or three
many children can identify signs, labels, and logos in home and communities.
Young children also experiment with writing. Early scribbling displays
characteristics of the writing system of their culture. Writing of 4 year-olds
from Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and America will look different long before the
children can conventionally write (Harste, Woodward, & Burke, 1984).

2.
Literacy develops from real life settings in which reading and
writing are used to accomplish goals.
The vast majority ofliteracy experienced by young children is
embedded in activities directed toward some goal beyond the literacy itself
(Teale, 1986). Literacy is functional, meaningful, and authentic; that's what
they see adults doing. Literacy is used to "get things done". For example,
children may see adults reading newspapers, writing checks, or reading a
recipe to bake cookies.

3.
Reading and writing develop concurrently and interrelatedly in
young children.
Children do not first learn to read and then learn to write. We need to
speak of literacy development then and not reading readiness or of
prereading. Oral language, reading and writing are all related. A strong oral
base facilitates literacy learning and children's developing reading abilities
influence their writing. Furthermore, reading experiences influence oral
language (Sulzby, 1985). (e.g. reading books to children enhances
vocabulary and allowing young children to write builds decoding skills.)

4.
Children learn through active engagement, constructing their
understanding of how written language works.
Young children's emergent readings of favorite storybooks are not
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mere memorizations of books (Sulzby, 1985). Numerous studies of invented
spellings (e.g. Lor LIK for like; J or JUP for jump) also provide substantial
evidence that young children are attempting to reconstruct their knowledge of
written language. As children encounter written language, they try to figure
out how it works. They form and test hypotheses, attempting to discern the
differences between drawing and writing; to understand the meanings,
structures, and cadences of written language, to learn the symbols of writing;
and to sort out the relationships between these symbols and the sounds of oral
language.

5.
Adult-child interactions are important in the literacy development
of the young child.
Children's independent uses of print grow out of experiences such as
being read to on a daily basis. They develop a feel for the patterns, the flow,
and the nature of written language. Children receive a sense of what reading
is all about and what it feels like. They develop a positive attitude towards
reading, which is a powerful motivation when the child reaches school. It is
also an important means whereby children can begin forming concepts of
books, print, and reading.

Oral Language and Literacy
Development
Many researchers believe that oral language is the basis for becoming
literate. Without oral language, it might be impossible to develop the ability
to read and write. Oral language serves as a companion to the development
of reading and writing. Studies have demonstrated that early readers come
from home where diverse oral language is used. Speaking, reading, and
writing all are associated with daily activities. Parents and children talk
about activities, read together, and write notes to one another using pictures,
words, or letters. Parents read to children often, illustrating how oral
language serves as a vehicle for reading and writing.
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The relationship of oral language to reading is evident. Children who
hear stories learn story language and structure. Young children who have
had book experiences from early in life develop a whole range of attitude and
concepts about print. They have learned to expect special pleasure from print
and also have learned oral models for language in books. Oral language,
whfoh occurs in natural ways in and out of school, helps children use their
knowledge about language in all of their literacy activities, particularly
reading and writing. Here are some suggestions to help stimulate language:
¢
¢
¢

¢
¢
¢

¢

Read books that encourage children to respond to the story.
Poetry, rhymes and songs immerse children in language.
Wordless books tell stories with pictures and encourage oral language.
Arts and crafts are helpful.
Musical instruments lure children into using language in natural ways.
Listening to recorded stories encourages language growth.
Clay develops little hands while talking about their actions.

Finally, when providing a literacy environment in your home, it is
helpful to remember that parents of early readers have said that they did not
"teach" their children to read and write. Rather, they provided them with
meaningful activities that were part of their daily lives. Reading and writing
for these preschoolers were fun things to do. Provide opportunities for your
child to actively explore reading and writing in your home and you'll be
rewarded by having a child who is a successful reader and VvTiter.
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Views of Literacy
Emergent Literacy

Traditional

I. Leaming to read and write
begins very early in life.

I. Leaming to read and write
begins around 6.6 years of age.

2. Reading and writing
develop concurrently and
interrelatedly in young children.

2. Reading develops first, and
then writing.

3. Literacy develops from real
life situations in which reading
and writing are used to get
things done.

3. Literacy develops through
learning isolated skills, such
as phonics and writing the
alphabet.

4. Children learn literacy
through active engagement.

4. Children learn literacy
through the use of worksheets.

Overhead #2: Emergent Literacy-What is it?
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Overview of Emergent Literacy
1. Leaming to read and write begins very early in
life.
2. Literacy develops from real life settings in which
reading and writing are used to accomplish goals.
3. Reading and writing develop concurrently and
interrelatedly in young children.
4. Children learn through active engagement,
constructing their understanding of how written
language works.
5. Adµlt-child interactions are important in the
literacy development of the young child.

Overhead #3: Emergent Literacy-What is it?
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Reading and Writing Develop
Concurrently and
Interrelatedy
(Teale, 1986)

For young children, the language arts mutually
reinforce one another in development.

Overhead #4: Emergent Literacy-What is it?
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A Wordless Story in Sequence

Overhead #5: Emergent Literacy-What is it?

Please note: Images on this page were redacted due to copyright concerns.

II. Creating a Literacy
. Environment
at Home
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Activity: Parent/Home Report Card
Children learn to appreciate reading by seeing others read with
enjoyment. A variety and abundance of reading material in the home will
give children the idea that reading is a worthwhile and useful activity.
Homes that have lots of reading and writing materials accessible to the
children at all times contribute to children's learning to read "naturally"
without formal instruction.
Purpose:

This activity encourages parents to evaluate their
home environment.

Time Required:

About 10 minutes.

Supplies/ Equipment:

Parent/Home Report Card Handout
Pencils or pens

Instructions:

Ask parents to take about 5 minu_t~s and read and
score themselves according to the rating scale.
Share any thoughts from the large group as needed.
This activity is designed to be the lead in for the
information on creating a home environment that
provides opportunities for children to be
immersed in reading and writing activities
everyday.
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Factors That Promote Literacy
Development in the Home
Parents frequently ask teachers what they can do at home to help their
children learn to read and write. In the past, teachers suggested that parents
drill children on the alphabet or help them with the sounds of letters. Many
parents became convinced that formal teaching of skills would help their
children get a head start. The newer research on early literacy suggests.
otherwise. When parents provide a rich literacy environment at home,
teaching reading and writing becomes easier for both the teacher and the
child at school.
Teale ( 1978) researched environmental factors which were repeatedly
associated with early reading. He explained that the factors are not
independent and that they are only pieces of the child's experiences. The
factors were:
I.
2.
3.
4.

An availability and range of printed materials in the home.
Reading is "done" in the home.
The home facilitates contact with paper and pencil.
Those in the home should respond to what the child is trying to do.

1. Availability of Reading Material in the-Home
Researchers report that books are readily accessible to children who
read early. This contributes to children learning to read "naturally" without
formal instruction. Parents can provide library comers for their children,
preferably in their bedrooms; even a little space is sufficient. Shelves can be
as simple as some cinder blocks and pieces of wood placed low within the
child's easy reach. Cardboard boxes or plastic crates can also serve as
sufficient bookshelves. In addition, it is important to have books in all rooms
of the house. Bathrooms and kitchens are good because children spend a
large amount of time in these room. Put books everywhere! By doing this,
you allow reading to happen spontaneously. Put books in the toy box.
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Babies should have cloth or plastic books in their cribs or playpens.
Waterproof books are available for the bathtub.

2. Reading is "Done" in the Home.
-Research indicates that children who are read to regularly by parents,
siblings, or other individuals in the home, and who have parents who read
themselves, become early readers and show a natural interest in books.
Through frequent story readings, children become familiar with book
language and realize the function of written language. Reading stories with
family men1bers is most often pleasurable, which builds in a love and desire
for reading. Continued exposure to reading and books increases .children's
vocabularies and sense of story structure, both of which help them learn to
read later on.
A rich literacy experience can be provided for young children when
parents schedule family reading times. This can be a time when each family
sits and reads a book of their own choosing or they read to each other. Each
person should take time and share what they are reading about. This too aids
in the development of children's language and thinking skills.
Scheduled reading times are important. Establish a daily reading time
at the same time and place. Bedtime stories are good habit because it has a
quieting effect on the child before falling asleep and establishes a routine for
the children. Both child and parent look forward to it as a tin1e to share at the
end of the day.
Spontaneous readings during the day are encouraged as well. Get in
the habit of always carrying a book so you and your child can be prepared at
all times. This makes waiting in the Doctor's office much more pleasurable.
Remember, short reading times that happen regularly are far better than long
ones that happen only occasionally.
Reading to children does not end when they begin to read themselves.
This is a crucial time to continue to support and guide them in this activity.
Once they can read, take turns reading at bedtime. Also, children at this age
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enjoy books with chapters. Parents can take this opportunity to share more
grown-up pieces of literature to encourage their interest. As they grow older,
it is important to have new material for them to read and have materials
always accessible. Frequent trips to the public library keeps children
motivated.
Parents also need to read themselves. Children who have parents that
read athome become avid readers themselves. The parent<; become models
for reading behavior that the child is likely to follow. Here are some
suggestions to encourage reading at home:

0
0
0
0

Read the TV Guide, looking up the listings.
Read aloud signs on doors.
Read aloud signs like "No Parking" and talk about what that means.
Read instructions on how to put something together.

3. Materials for Writing in the Home
Some of the researchers who reported characteristics of early readers
also found that these children spend a great deal of time and show a great
deal of interest in pencil-and-paper activities. Many parents report that the
interest in writing began with scribbling in babyhood. Many children invent
writing systems of their own that seem to have meaning for them.
Writing materials should also be accessible for young children on a
regular basis. A variety of sizes of unlined white paper is best because
children love to write letters, cards, etc. In addition to blank paper, bills and
junk mail are fun to write on. Markers, crayons, pencils, and pens should be
ready for children's use and are appropriate writing tools for home.
Typewriters and home computers encourage writing too.
As with book reading, children need to see their parents involved in
writing activities. Parents should communicate with their children through
writing as often as possible.
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Here are some suggestions:
0
0
0

Write letters.
Write shopping lists.
Write "To Do" lists.

0
0
0
0
0

Write messages to others in the family.
Write invitations.
Write checks, giving voided checks to your child to write on.
Make greeting cards.
Leave love notes in lunch boxes, on pillows, or on the mirror.

4. Responding To Literacy Behaviors in Children
Researchers of early readers reveal that the adults in their environment
tended to be receptive and responsive to the literacy behavior of their
children. Parents answered questions about books and print, offered
information, provided experiences that enhance literacy development, and
praised children for participating in literacy behaviors. Most of these parents
did not start out to formally teach their child to read but they responded
enthusiastically to any literacy activities their child engaged in. For example,
the parents accepted their children's scribbling as "real" writing and when a
child had memorized a story and wanted to read it to them, they accepted it
as "real" reading.
Support of Literacy Behaviors

There are three specific ways parents can respond to children to
increase and support their literacy behaviors. They include: 1. responding
during routine times, 2. responding through the use of environmental print,
and 3. responding by providing various experiences.
1. Responding During Routine Times

Responsiveness to the child begins at birth. It begins when the parent
talks and coos to the baby. As the parents are engaged with everyday care of
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the baby like dressing, feeding, and diapering; the parent should talk, sing,
recite nursery rhymes, tell stories and describe what they are doing. The baby
will respond to this by smiling, cooing, and moving. This is a cycle of
mutual responsiveness which occurs between parent and child.

2. Responding Through the Use of Environmental Print
Another way to respond to literacy is through the use of print which
happens naturally in the environment (environmental print). Children are
usually interested in this type of print even before they become interested in
books. Parents should point out labels on cereal boxes, familiar food cans
and other household items. Children quickly learn to "read" the logos of
favorite fast food restaurants like McDonalds or Burger King. Traffic signs
can be pointed out as well.

3. Responding by Providing Various Experiences
Parents of early readers participate in many and varied activities which
increase the literacy behaviors or their children. They go to the zoo, park,
airport, and circus. They take them to the library and bookstore. These
activities broaden a child's experience and allow for verbal interactions
between parent and child before, during, and after the outing. Writing stories
and drawing pictures after the experience is another good way to expand the
child's literacy growth.

Reading and Rereading of Favorite Stories
Reading daily to your child is one of the greatest gifts that you can give
to them. It is never too early to start. Many researchers have stated that the
one most important activity for building knowledge and skills eventually
required for reading appears to be reading aloud to children.

Why Rereading of Stories is Important
Children that are read to begin to acquire books that are their favorites
and want to read them over and over again. Parents often wonder why this
is. Very important skills are being learned in the process when parents read
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and reread the same story. Children learn to understand book language by
listening to stories which aids in the development of comprehension skills.
They begin to mimic book phrases and words in their oral language.
Listening to stories leads to an acquisition of a larger, more fully featured oral
vocabulary. It is also a source for the development of listening
comprehension.
Another benefit included in the reading of stories is the acquisition of
decoding skills. Knowing a story well can ease the child's process of
learning to decode the written word. Repeated readings of books are
especially effective in contributing to the knowledge about the print itself as
children become better able to write, spell, and read words. Repeated
readings permit children to concentrate on words and letter-sound patterns
while maintaining an understanding of the meaning of the text.

Talking About Books
The conversation that goes on between parent and child when they
share a book is almost as important as the reading itself. Becoming a Nation
of Readers says, "children whose parents asked few questions or only
questions that required repetition of facts from stories achieved less well in
school reading than children whose parents asked questions that required
thinking and who related story happenings to real life events" (Anderson et
al. 1985, p. 24).
Here are some of the benefits that a child receives from being read to:

+ They receive a global sense of what reading is all about and what it feels
like.
+ They develop a positive attitude towards reading which is a powerful
motivation when they reach school.
+ They receive a sense of sharing with their parent when they read together.
+ They begin to realize the special rewards that are offered in written print.
+ They begin to form concepts about books, print, and reading. These
include concepts of directionality (one reads from left to right) and book
handling skills (one reads from top to bottom, front to back).
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Role of Parents
It is important that parents act as models for the reading process.
Children who come from homes where one or both parents are readers often
become readers themselves. Children should see their parents reading and
enjoying books. Families can have reading times when everyone reads
together, separately, silently or aloud.

Scribbling and Other Writing Stages
What is happening when a young child takes a sheet of paper and·
confidently sits down and says, "I'm going to write to Grandma" and
promptly fills a page with squiggley lines and signs her name at the bottom?
Turning to you she says, "Please mail this to Grandma--it tells about my day
at preschool." Is that "real" writing? Yes, it is real writing because this is
the stuff that writing or literacy is all about.

How Writing Was Viewed in the Past
Historically we have viewed writing as something a child engages in
after she has learned to read. For example, children were not taught to write
until they had a large stock of sight words that they could spell correctly. It
was a skill that teachers felt had to be formally taught. We are now realizing
how important it is to provide plenty of opportunities for preschool children
to write. We are not suggesting a systematic, organized method of teaching
writing. We need to provide encouragement in writing just as we encourage
children in their first attempts at speaking. Children as young as 18 months
may scribble spontaneously if someone shows them how to hold a pencil,
pen, marker, or crayon. It is between ages three to five when children realize
that people make marks on paper for a specific purpose. Children will attend
to these marks. They look at written language. They play at writing. They
watch others write. They listen and look as others read writing to them.
They watch others write down the words they say. They ask questions about
written language. They begin to write. It begins from with-in the child.
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Why Scribbling is Important
The word "scribble" is inappropriate when it is associated with
children's writing. "Scribble" suggests that the response is unorganized,
unintentional, or random. It is not. Neither is it pseudo-writing, mock
writing or nomepresentational writing. The process children engage in is not
a pseudo form of the "real" process. It is that process (Harste, Woodward, &
Burke, 1984.)

Patterns of Children's Writing
There are distinct patterns found in young children's writing.
Researchers have found that all children by the age of three differentiate
between writing and drawing. Some children use circles for writing and a
linear up and down stroke for drawing. Some use a linear up and down
stroke for writing and a circular stroke for drawing. Even more important
was that whatever marking from they selected, the decision was consistent,
systematic, and even rational (Harste et al., 1984).
When children make marks on paper they perceive those marks as
having meaning. That meaning may change or may even be forgotten in a
very short time. Children may even make the mark and then ask what it says.
The point is that what they are producing is writing because they have the
understanding that these marks placehold or signify some meaning. It is
certainly not conventional to the adult eye but it is intentional, and it does
placehold meaning, even if that meaning is temporary.

What Parents Can Do
The child needs time to explore and experiment with oral and written
language. Young children need reasons to write. Encourage them to write
their names on belongings, to write messages to their friends, grandparents or
relatives and to write stories. They should have opportunities to play with
sand, finger paints, brush paints, pens, and crayons. Playdough strengthens
fingers for writing. Encourage them to experiment with making letters,
numbers, and pictures as they are playing with the various media.
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Name Writing
One word that young children are interested in writing is their first
name. They do not learn how to write their name all at once, however. It
takes time. Because children want to communicate through writing (because
they see others communicating that way) they start to write by using
whatever ways they know. Some children will draw a picture of themselves
as a way to sign their name. Some will use "scribble-writing." They may
use both drawing and scribbling. They may use a few letters from their name
to represent their whole name. They will write over their name to correct it.
When preschool snack calendars come home, children may write over their
classmates names many times.
As they gain control in their letter forms, they may decide to write their
name in a different way. They are not aware that the order of the letter of a
word makes a difference. So they experin1ent with many ways of doing
things. By experimenting with writing children will discover exactly how
writing works. Encouraging children to experiment and take risks helps them
develop self-confidence in writing. Experimenting is more important than
"correctness."
Young children often write letters backwards or upside down. They
also think that you can write either from right to left or from left to right.
Writing words with the letters in a different direction doesn't seem to bother
children. They can read "em" as "me" and "ti" as "it" without hesitation.
This does not indicate a reversal problem or an early sign of a learning
disability. Gradually they will learn that letters in words must be kept in a
certain order, letters cannot be written backwards or upside-down, and
writing goes from left to right.

Writing Messages
In addition to writing their names, children like to write messages.
Like name writing, children use whatever ways they know to produce a
written message. Sometimes children write a series ofletters across a page to
create a message. It is very common for children to use the letters from their .
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own names when they write notes. As children grow older they become
aware of different writing forms and may combine them.
Here are some points to keep in mind about children's writing:
/

Young children like to make written messages.

/

Young children can make written messages.

/

Young children write in their own ways.

/

Young children make fewer mistakes as they practice writing.

/

Gradually, their writing looks like adult's writing (Woodward, 1980).

It takes time to learn all the concepts needed to write like an adult.
Children must see print and watch people writing in order to learn to write.
You can provide these experiences by:
~

Reading storybooks to your child.

~

Writing messages to your child.

~

Writing down what your children tell you about their drawings.

) Pointing out words on street signs, food containers, store fronts, etc.
~

Letting your children watch you write letters or a shopping list.

Children also need opportunities to write if they are to learn about
writings. You can help by:
• Giving your child plenty of paper and pencils, crayons, felt tips, and chalk
to write with.
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• Answering your child's questions about writing. Children sometimes ask,
"How do you make an E?'' for example.
• Encouraging your child to write their name on belongings and to write
messages to grandparents, other relatives, or friends (Woodward, 1980).

· · In summary, yollhg children's literacy learning grows out of a wide
variety of experiences. Children construct their knowledge about print and
their strategies for reading and writing from their own independent
exploration of written language, from interactions with parents and other
literate persons, and from their observations of others engaged in literacy
activities.
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Factors that Support Literacy
Development in the Home
1.

An availability and range of printed materials in
the environment.

2.

Reading is "done" in the environment.

3.

The environment facilitates contact with paper
and pencil.

4.

Those in the environment respond to what the
child is trying to do with literacy.

Overhead #6: Creating a Literacy Environment at Home
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Children who were early
readers came
from homes that provided a
literacy rich
environment. It did not depend
on the
parent's education, occupation,
or
socio-economic status.

Overhead# 7: Creating a Literacy Environment at Home
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Parent/ Home Report Card
Score yourself as:

G= Great
S= Satisfactory
NI= Needs Improvement
What to look for:

My Score:

I have a time and place for reading, (quiet, private, good light, et,.=c:.,.- ~ - - - - - - I read myself to set an example
I talk about things I have read
I go to the library
I read aloud to my child every day
I have books in my home for my child
I know what my child is reading
----------------------1 encourage my child to read different kinds of books
I tell my child unknown words
.

I listen when my child talks about books or reads aloud

J have plenty of writing materials at home
,I give books as gifts

ii have my child's eyes and ears checked once a year
:J visit with my child's teacher

I make reading important and FUNI

Handout #2: Creating A Literacy Environment at Home
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Common Characteristics Found in
Homes With Early Readers and Writers
(Teale, 1986)

( Cop)Tight 1989. The Barbara I3ush Foundation for Family Litt."nlcy)

Handout #3: Creating a Literacy Environment at Home

Please note: Text on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

IV. Creating a
Home-School Partnership
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Researchers state that reading is too important to leave to the
"experts". Parents are their child's best and first teacher. They will be their
teacher much longer than any other teacher he or she will have. It is
important to establish a working relationship between school and home so
that their child has the best experience possible. Parents are the ones who
know best what their child needs. They have the power to make a positive
effect on their child's learning. Parents can bridge the gap between their
child's experiences and their experiences at school.

Tips for Volunteers
Most teachers appreciate having an extra pair of hands in the
classroom. Young children need more support and individual attention than
older children. It is important to understand how the classroom works so that
you, as a volunteer, can help out as much as possible. Following are some
tips that will help make your volunteer time beneficial for all:

~ Work with all the children not just your own.
Doing this encourages your child to play with others and become more
self-sufficient. Sometimes children will cling to a parent when the parent
visits and refuse to go play without the parents. If this happens, take the
child and go join a group of children. Demonstrate to your child how to play
with the group by playing yourself. Eventually your child will grow more
comfortable and be able to go off and play with his peers.

~ Encourage and support but don't do it for them.
Don't do the puzzle, build the tower, or draw the picture for the child.
Encourage them to do it for themselves. Talk to the children and ask
open-ended question about what they are doing. This type of question calls
for more than a yes or no answer. For example, Bill is playing with blocks.
Ask his him, "Bill, what are you building?" or "How did you get that stack so
high?' As you read to the children, ask them questions about the story like,
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"What do you think will happen next?" Encourage them to look at the
pictures and predict what will happen. Have them read with you if the book
is familiar or has predictable language. After the story, ask them how they
felt about it and what parts they liked best.

.. ~ One-to-one assistance
At school parents can tutor individual children. Teachers are usually too
busy to spend a lot of time with individual students. Often a child has
special needs that can be more easily met when individual attention is
provided. When parents are available to do this the students can receive the
extra attention and encouragement that they need.

~ Sharing Culture
In a multicultural classroom, parents can help children feel comfortable and
more at ease by offering them the language and culture that is the same as
theirs. Bilingual parents can help staff explain concepts to.children in their
native language. This shows the students that their culture is valued as well.
Furthermore, multicultural parents can share ideas and customs from their
culture with the staff and other children. Everyone benefits from this type of
expenence.

Supporting Literacy in the Classroom
While you are volunteering in your child's classroom, take every
opportunity to demonstrate literacy by acting as a model. Write grocery lists,
phone numbers and addresses and notes to your child and others. Have them
dictate stories about their paintings and drawings. Use your imagination and
try to make literacy modeling something useful. It is best if children can see
a reason for the literacy activity. Following are some suggestions that are
helpful to remember when talking and playing in the different classroom
centers:

Quiet Reading Corner: Read to children. Talk with them about the book.
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Sensory Table: Talk to the children about what they are doing. Write down
some of the ideas they share. For example, make a sign that says "Bill and
Susie filled the jar with 6 cups of sand". Draw pictures to illustrate the
message. Make sure the children's names are on the sign. Read it to them
and have them read with you. Put it up by the sand table for them to read at a
later time.
Block Area: After the children build something out of blocks, ask them to
label their creation with their own names and the name of the creation. Make
a sign that says "Please don't touch". You may want to have this sign ·
already made and put in the block area so a child can use it when necessary.
Computer Area: Allow children to type using the keyboard. Also, there are
many games for emergent literacy learners. Typewriters work great too.
Table Toy Area: Children can label their creations as with the blocks. If
there is a special new toy the children enjoy playing with, have them sign a
list saying they want to play with that toy. It also works to have children sign
a booklet or Jog stating which activities they did for the day. Use your
imagination. There are many ways to get them to write.
Housekeeping/Dramatic Play Center: Keep paper and pencils in this
center to encourage the children to write. Children can write down phone
numbers out of the phone book, make grocery lists, make recipes, ~tc.
Use your imagination to encourage literacy in all areas of the classroom.
Keep literacy always on your mind and soon it will become a natural part of
the classroom activity.

Supporting School at Home
One way to bridge the gap between school and home is by making
school important even when you and your children are at home. Following
are some suggestions to help make school an important part of home.
c:> Provide a Special Place for Treasures
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Check your child's backpack for daily work. Look at it and ask about
it, for example, "Tell me how you made this". Hang up work on the
refrigerator or bulletin board. Keep special items in a treasure box. This
might be as simple as an apple box or plastic bin with a lid. Add treasures
every year as he grows.

c:> Get Involved ·
Go to school programs, help on field trips and social events. Take the
whole family along. Talk with them about the activities. Send items from
home for projects or send special snacks that the two of you have prepared.
c::> Bedtime Routine

It is important that children get plenty of rest so they will be ready for
the next day at school. Short stories before bedtime help them settle in and
get ready to sleep.
c::> Positive Attitude

Always show a positive attitude towards school. Never say bad things
about the teacher in front of them. Talk about their friends and the fun things
they do. When you are positive your child will be positive. Share your
concerns in private. Your child will feel more confident even when it may be
frightening in the beginning.
c::> Stay in Touch

It is important that you inform the teacher if you have concerns or
problems. Let her know that you value education and you are willing to help
as needed. Discuss your expectations for your child and keep the lines of
communication open.
Finally, make literacy learning a daily part of your life. Learn how to
choose the right books and magazines. Go to the library weekly. Ask what
happened in school every day when they come home. Choose activities that
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promote Iiteracy--talk, sing, recite nursery rhymes, tell stories, and point out
words wherever they appear.
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Building a Home-School Partnership
Make School an Important Part of Home
Have a place for treasures
Get involved in school activities
Have a bedtime routine
Show a positive attitude
Stay in touch with teachers
Talk and write about what happened at school
Make culture important
Make literacy learning a part of life

Overhead #11: Creating a Home-School Partnership
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Building A Home-School Partnership
Visit your Child's Classroom

Be a good volunteer
Work with all of the children
Encourage and support
Give one on one assistance
Share culture
Support literacy learning in all areas of the
classroom

Dramatic play area
Quiet reading area
Sensory table
Block area
Computer area
Table toy Area
Housekeeping center

Use your imagination!
Overhead #12: Creating a Home-School Partnership

/

V. Family Literacy
..
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Family Literacy-What is it?
Sharing stories is one of the most effective means of communication
and entertainment available to any family. Much of the research on literacy
today often incorporates family literacy. But what is family literacy? The
Family Literacy Commission, formed in 1991 by the International Reading
Association, has published a brochure that offers these ideas as a definition
of family literacy.
Family literacy encompasses the ways parents, children, and extended
family members use literacy at home and in their community.
Sometimes family literacy occurs naturally during routines of daily
living and helps adults and children "get things done." These events
might include using drawings or writings to share ideas: composing
notes or letters to communicate messages; making lists; reading and
following directions; or sharing stories and ideas through conversation,
reading, and writings. Family literacy may be initiated purposefully by
a parent or may occur spontaneously as parents and children go about
the business of their daily lives. Family literacy activities may also
reflect the ethnic, racial, or cultural heritage of the families involved
(Morrow, Paratore, & Tracey, 1994).
Fan1ily literacy programs attempt to break the cycle of underachievement by providing literacy experiences that benefit all members of the
family, adults as well as children. A variety of popular programs are
successful since their philosophy focuses on parents as partners in helping
their children learn to read.
For example, the Barbara Bush Foundation was founded in 1989 to
increase family literacy and family literacy programs in the United States.
The mission of the Barbara Bush Foundation for Family Literacy is: 1) to
establish literacy as a value in every family in America.... by helping every
family in the nation understand that the home is the child's first school, that
the parent is the child's first teachers, and that reading is the child's first
subject; and 2) to break the intergenerational cycle ofilliteracy ... by
supporting the development of family literacy programs where parents and
children can learn to read together.
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Another way to support children's literacy learning, as well as
encourage the family member's learning, is through intergenerational
programs in which grandparents, aunts, uncles, cousins, parents, and children
are involved as co-learners. These programs are common in families wishing
to learn English as a second language. Additional benefits such as family
communication, children sense that learning to read and write are meaningful
activities, and breaking the cycle of literacy may result when including
extended family members.
Written information is commonly exchanged with the family unit and
the community during routine daily activities. Often times parents may feel
limited in their literacy. This should not, however, detract from the amount
of time that they "read" to their children. This "reading" can take the form of
telling family and other stories, and using picture books.

Encouraging Parents in Their Literacy
Development
Research clearly demonstrates that growing up in a home where
literacy is encouraged by parents gives a child a solid foundation for learning
in school. Literacy suggests that the comprehension or meaning-creating
activity is just as important as the speaking, reading, and writings. As an
example, reading is not just figuring out the words--it is the comprehension
that goes along with the reading that makes the reading meaningful.
Many parents/families may be limited in their literacy or may want to
become more literate. As a child's role model, it is important for families to
recognize the value ofliteracy as an enjoyable, lifelong learning opportunity.
Parents/families are continually challenged to become comfortable with all
types of reading and writing materials. Encouraging literacy independently
or through the interactions with a child, shows the child that reading and
writing are very important and meaningful activities.
The value placed on literacy is often rooted in cultural values--what we
value or feel is important, may determine the direction of our lives. To thrive
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in today's information-rich society, however, it is most beneficial for those
with limited literacy to begin to acquire basic literacy skills. Following are
some techniques to use to help develop or enhance yours, as well as your
children's literacy skills.

Oral Story Time
Telling Family Stories
Telling family stories is a wonderful opportunity for parents/families to
communicate stories to their children and contribute to their children's
literacy development. It is also a way for parents to extend their literacy
skills if they don't enjoy reading themselves or to their children. It is a
valuable way to hand family stories down from generation to generation.
Many of our most powerful memories and most important experiences come
from our families.
Researchers have found that oral language development that goes
along with telling family stories can be a powerful experience and is a
necessary component in literacy development. In addition, studies have
demonstrated that early readers come from homes where oral language is
used in a variety of ways.
Children love to hear stories about their parent's and grandparent's
childhood experiences. Having this opportunity helps them become avid
listeners. They also love to hear stories about themselves--such as telling
them about "the day they were born or adopted." Children's wonder and
excitement moves their imagination while listening to family stories. Telling
culturally relevant stories is a great way to keep the family's heritage alive.
Handing down family stories is another opportunity to convey family values.
Recalling childhood memories and recent experiences are excellent
ways to involve children in family story telling. Using puppets and stuffed
animals and changing your voice for the different characters also helps to
keep the listener's attention.
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Here are some ideas for stories to share with your child:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The day your child was born or adopted.
How their name was chosen.
Your favorite stories as a child.
Tell them about the frrst school you attended.
Your favorite teacher.
What your favorite subject in school was.
Where did you live as a child.
The pets you had.
Your most memorable vacation.
How you met your spouse.
How holidays were celebrated in your family.
Tell your child about their grandparents.
Stories from your parents and grandparents.
Share your favorite family story.

Finger Plays and Songs
Another opportunity for parent/families to share literacy is
participating in finger plays and songs with children. The variety of oral
stories and songs helps to build the child's language development and
experiences with literacy. Children cannot resist playing favorite finger plays
such as "This Little Piggy Went to Market..." or songs such as "The
Itsy-Bitsy Spider.. " Through repetition children delight in memorizing the
words and singing the songs to themselves during play.
Beginning at birth parents/families may want to sing lullabies and say
nursery rhymes to their children. Continue singing and play age-appropriate
songs, finger plays, and nursery rhymes as the children grow.
Some ideas include:

*

Hush, Little Baby
* Rock-A-Bye, Baby
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*
*

Pat-A-Cake
This Little Pig Went To Market
* The Itsy Bitsy Spider
* I'm A Little Teapot

Wordless Picture Books
Wordless picture books are just what the words imply--books with
pictures and no words. This is another excellent way for parents/families to
enhance the literacy development of their children. Each picture suggests a
story to tell, and there are no words to read. The story teller may make up a
different story each time she looks at the pictures. The listener, in tum, may
add his ideas into the story as well.
When looking at the front cover look at the picture and ask your child
what she thinks the story might be about. "Read" through the book by
creating your own story.
Here are some questions you might ask:
./
./
./
./
./

What do you see in the picture?
What are the characters doing?
How do you think they are feeling?
What will happen next?
Do you think this could really happen?

Record the child's story. Try writing it down on paper exactly how the
child tells it. Seeing their words on paper will show them that their words are
important and meaningful.

Concept Books
Concept books or picture books are books with large illustrations or
pictures and few words. The pictures are used to convey simple concepts
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such as animals, shapes, and colors. Using concept books or picture books is
a delightful way to offer may opportunities for observation. A vocabulary
begins to develop for common objects through repetition. While looking at
the pages in the book, try to encourage oral language development through
observation and object naming.
Here are some more ideas:
• Look at each animal and ask your child to name them.
• Ask them to make a sound just like the animal in the book.
• Find all the shapes with pointed edges.
• Ask them to name the shapes on one page.
• Point to a color and ask, "What color is this?"
Finally, it is very important for every family member to remember that
they have a rich heritage and that they should make opportunities to share this
with their children. In addition to being an intimate family experience,
"reading" to your child is one of the most inexpensive forms of
entertainment!

VI. Make and Take
Activities
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Color Books

Materials: Magazines; construction paper; felt-tip markers; stapler; glue,
pair of scissors

Making the Book: Select several sheets of different colored construction
paper. Cut out two or three matching colored magazine pict_ures for each
color. Use felt-tip marker to write the name of the color at the bottom of
each piece of construction paper. Glue the pictures on the appropriate pages.
Staple the pages together to make a book.

Using the Book: Let your child take turns "reading" the color names and
naming the items on each page.

Variation: Make a book for just one color, such as red. Cut out several red
magazine pictures and glue each one to a separate piece of red construction
paper.
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Number Books
Materials: Stickers, construction paper; felt-tip markers; stapler

Making the Book: Number five pieces of construction paper from I to 5.
Attach a corresponding number of stickers to each page. Staple the pages
together on the left-hand side.

Using the Book: Let your child take turns identifying the numbers on the
pages and counting the stickers.

Variation: Make a book for just one number, such as "4". Write the
number on several sheets of construction paper. Then attach a different set of
four stickers to each page, such as four teddy bears, four rainbows, four
flowers or four stars.
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Baggie Books
Materials: Zip-lock plastic baggies; stapler; colored or white plastic tape,

photos, objects or student made pages; labels

Making the Book: Staple together 5 heavy duty sip-lock plastic bags on the

folded ends (openings out). Cover stapled edge with book tape or plastic
tape. Insert objects or student made pictures. Label the pages and "read"
them together. They stay clean and intact and are reusable.

Using the Book: Have your child choose items to put inside the baggies.

You may want to change items often. Cheerios and raisins work great in
church on Sundays!
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Take-Home Literacy Activity Totes
Materials: Small canvas tote bags; buttons; lace; doilies; glue; sponges;
paint

Decorating the Tote Bags: Use sponges to sponge paint outside of canvas
bags, glue on buttons, lace, etc. to decorate outside

Using the Tote Bags: Use the bags to transport the monthly literacy
activities from school. The bags are large enough for tape recorders, tapes,
books, and all materials necessary to complete the activity.
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CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary
A review of the literature has established a strong link between family
involvement and student achievement and confirmed that literacy begins in the home.
The author, an ECEAP preschool teacher, developed a two day workshop for the families
of the students she teaches. The workshop was developed for the purpose of providing
information on the importance of early literacy as well as ways to increase the literacy
skills of their own preschool child. The first day of the workshop, information on
emergent literacy and ways to design a literacy rich environment at home were presented.
On the second day, the emphasis was on ways to become involved with school and

-

become comfortable with their own literacy development.

Conclusion
The author presented sections of the workshop to approximately 20 ECEAP
parents in the preschool classroom at Adams Elementary School. The information
initially planned to present was narrowed down to better meet the level of parents'
understanding. Much of the information would have been more easily understood by
parents who had attained a higher degree of literacy themselves. The material presented
was often difficult for parents to grasp due to the language barrier and their lower
educational level. The parents reported that the information was generally valuable.
They especially enjoyed participating in the "Make and Take" activities, sharing ideas
and experiences with other parents and visiting their child's classroom. The author
believed however, that although the parents were appreciative, she was unable to hold
their attention during many parts of the presentation because of the difficult material.
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Recommendations
When presenting this workshop again, the author plans to make the following
changes. First, it will be necessary to simplify the material to be presented if the
audience is similar to that of the author's. Also, there was too much material to present
in such a small amount of time. The sections titled Emergent Literacy-What is it? and

Family Literacy contain important infonnation, however, they could be simplified or
deleted all together. The main idea is to provide parents with ways to become involved,
both at home and school, with the literacy learning of their child. It is necessary for them
to know the basics without being overwhelmed.
Second, the author recommends designing more opportunities to have the parents
actively participate in the workshop. Some ideas are: have them bring a favorite book
from home and share what they like about it; make a list of their favorite books and
explain why; or actually practice telling stories from wordless picture books. More
activities to have the children and parents participating together would also increase the
success of the workshop.
Finally, the workshop material was developed for the purpose of providing
information to parents and families only. An additional section for classroom teachers
could be developed. Teachers could benefit from all the workshop material as well as
from information on ways to support and encourage emergent readers and writers,
selection of books and materials and how to integrate literacy into every area of the
classroom and activity.
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Appendix A

10 Monthly Literacy Activities for
Family Involvement
Based on the research on emerging literacy behaviors and from the author's
experience in the classroom, it is known that children who have an environment
at home where they are read to and where they interact with adults about books
usually become good readers. These activities were developed as a means for
parents to take an active role in their children's love of good stories throughout
the year while providing ideas and materials for family involvement.
Following are IO monthly activities designed using quality children's
literature as the base. The materials needed for the activities, including the
books, tapes and tape recorders, will be provided to all families wishing to
participate in the program.
Each month, the preschool child will take home their canvas tote (made with
parents during workshop) with the activity for the month. This will include the
book and tapes, both English and Spanish and all materials necessary to
complete the activity. (All money for materials will be supplied by a grant
written specifically for family involvement). The parents are asked to return the
tote with the book, recorder and tapes before they will be allowed to take home
another activity. All consumables will be replaced for the next family. Parents
are asked to journal their thoughts about the activities for future reference.
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September- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

I Am Special

Activity:

Thumbprint Cookies

Reference:

Carlson, Nancy. (1988). I Like Me! New York:
Viking Penguin. A cheerful pig describes the many
things she likes to do, which most preschoolers will
identify with. She also tells the things she does to
cheer herself up when things don't go her way.
The bright illustrations, short sentences, phrases,
and familiar topic make this book very engaging.

What You Need:

l C. softened butter or margarine, l /2 C. firmly
packed light brown sugar, 1 t. vanilla extract, 2
large egg yolks; beat all together, then stir in 2 1/2
C. flour and mix until dough holds together;
refrigerate until firm.

What To Do Together:

Make 1/2" balls; place on ungreased cookie
sheet; finnly press floured thumb into each cookie.
Bake at 350 degrees for 15 minutes. Fill the thumb
print with peanut butter or jelly. Enjoy!!

More Ways To Learn:

1. Trace child on large sheet of butcher paper and

label body parts.
2. Make a picture book out of old photos and
write one sentence describing the photo. Have the
child "read" it to you.
3. Make a "Look What I Can Do" book
Song:

"I Am Special" (tune: Frere Jacques)
I am special, I am special
So are you, so are you.
I am very special, I am very special,
You are too, you are too.

October- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Autumn

Activity:

Visit To a Pumpkin Patch, Fruit
Stand or local Grocery Store

Reference:

Rockwell, Anne. (1988). Apples and Pumpkins
New York: MacMillan Publishing Co. This is the
story of a young girl's yearly visit to a farm to
pick apples and choose a pumpkin for Halloween.
When the girl and her family arrive home, they
carve the pumpkin into ajack-o-lantem, and on
Halloween night the girl's mother passes out shiny
red apples for treats. The fast-paced story shows
many activities that children will be able to
identify with and talk about, and the bright,
child-like illustrations are equally engaging.

What You Need:

an apple and a pumpkin

What To Do Together:

Choose a pumpkin and an apple. Cut into both.
I. Discuss how they are the same and how they
are different. Make a list. Use descriptive words
such as smooth and bumpy.
2. Decide together on a face and carve the
pumpkin.
3. Write or draw the sequence of the story.

More Ways To Learn:

Make ajack-o-lantem puppet using the 2 pumpkin
shapes provided. Make a face on one pumpkin.
Glue 2 together with popsicle stick inside so the
puppet can be held. Glue a green stem on top.

Finger Play:

Pumpkin round, pumpkin fat,
Turned into a Jack-o-lantem,
Just like THAT!!!

November- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Thanksgiving

Activity:

Pumpkin Pie

· Reference:

Child, Lydia Marie. (1993). Over the River and
Through the Wood. New York: Harper Collins
Publishers. This traditional Thanksgiving poem,
originally published in 1844, comes to life with
illustrations by Nadine Bernard Westcott. The
pages alternate between pictures of a family traveling
to their grandparent's house for Thanksgiving dinner,
and pictures of the grandparents preparing the meal.
There is much that children can comment on and
identify with.

What You Need:

2 eggs, 3/4 C. sugar, I t. cinnamon, 1/2 t. salt, 1/2
t. ginger, I /2 t nutmeg, 2 cans pumpkin, I 3 oz. can
evaporated milk, one prepared pie crust; whipped
topping.

What To Do Together:

Read and follow directions. Beat eggs slightly, add
all dry ingredients and canned pumpkin and milk,
blend well, pour into crust, bake at 425 degrees for 15
minutes, reduce temperature to 350 degrees and
bake about 45 minutes more, or until a knife
inserted in middle comes out clean.

More Ways To Learn:

"Indian Popcom"-stir 1/3 C. maple-flavored syrup
over popcorn until well coated. Talk about these 2
foods used by Indians: syrup from maple trees and
com, popped over an open fire.

Finger Play:

The turkey is a funny bird,
His head goes wobble, wobble.
And all he says is just one word,
"Gobble, gobble, gobble."

December- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Holiday Celebrations

Activity:

Gingerbread People Cookies

Reference:

The Gingerbread Man. (Traditional story). This
classic tale is one which many children will recognize
and enjoy. Children can participate in using the
Gingerbread Man's repeated phrase as he nins from
the animals and people. Gingerbread is popular in
Denmark at Christmas time.

What You Need:

copy offlannelboard characters and story, markers,
ingredients for cookies

What To Do Together:

cut and color flannel characters, read story using
characters, take turns telling and acting out story
For cookies: cream together 1 C. sugar, 1 C.
shortening; stir in 1 C. molasses, 1 egg, 2 T. Vinegar;
beat well; mix 5 C. flour, 1 1/2 t. baking soda, 1/2 salt,
1 t. cinnamon, 2-3 t. ginger, 1 t. cloves; mix with
liquid ingredients and chill for 3 hours; roll dough 1/8"
thick; cut with gingerbread people cooki~ cutters; bake
at 375 degrees for 5-6 minutes; decorate when cool
with icing, red hots, chocolate chips, raisins, etc.

More Ways To Learn:

1. Ask your child to tell stories about their
gingerbread people. Write them down or draw
pictures to make a book.
2. Hide the gingerbread cookies and have your
child find them.
3. Talk about how people celebrate holidays
differently, according to their beliefs and customs.
Look at pictures of holiday celebrations. Choose a
couple to put in a "baggy book" for your child to
share. Label the pictures for them to read.

January- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Winter Weather

Activity:

Winter Walk Collage

Reference:

Barasch, Lyne. (1993). A Winter Walk. New
York: Ticknor and Fields. On a gray winter day,
Sophie's mother invites her to go for a walk
to ...... "find the color of winter." The beautiful
watercolor illustrations of their walk together and the
colorful things they encounter in nature will capture
children's imaginations and creativity_

What You Need:

warm clothing, small poster board for winter
collages, marker for labeling objects, cocoa

What To Do Together:

Go on a walk and look for nature objects of different
color. Collect things which can be brought back to
house. Glue objects on poster board and label them
as the child names them. Make cocoa.

More Ways To Learn:

1. Make predictions about why snow melts.
Bring in a snowball and predict how long it will
take to melt. Where does it melt the fastest, etc.
2. Build a snowman together including carrot nose,
hat, scarf, eyes, etc.

Finger Play:

"The Snowman"
There was a little snowman who had a carrot nose.
Along came a rabbit, and what do you suppose?
That hungry little rabbit was looking for his lunch
Ate the little snowman's nose
NIBBLE, NIBBLE, CRUNCH!

February- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Nutrition/Food

Activity:

Making Soup

Reference:

Stone Soup (a Scandinavian folk tale). This story is
fun to listen to and act out because of the silly
notion involved. (using a stone to make soup!) It is
fast moving and keeps the children's attention.

What You Need:

copy offlannelboard story and characters
For soup: I large stone, 3 C. water, 1-2 large carrots, l
onion, 3 beef bouillon cubes, 2 stalks of celery, 2
large potatoes, 1 large can stewed tomatoes, 1 can
com, I can peas, 1 t. salt, 1/2 t. pepper and a large pot

What To Do Together:

cut and color story characters
For the soup: wash and scrub vegetables; wash
stone; put water and scrubbed stone in large pot;
add fresh vegetables and boil until nearly soft;
add tomatoes, com, peas, bouillon, salt and pepper;
cook 15-20 minutes longer; remove the stone and
serve.
* Allow children to assist in the cutting of the
vegetables. Children are capable of this task if
supervised and the knives are not too sharp!

More Ways To Learn:

1. Have child describe the vegetables, colors,
smell, textures, etc. Which vegetables do they like?
Why? How do they grow?
2. Go to the store and look at all the vegetables.
Choose a new one to try.
3. Make a food collage out of old magazines.
4. Discuss what happens to vegetables when cooked.
5. Make vegetable prints.

March- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Colors

Activity:

Play Dough Mixing

Reference:

Walsh, Ellen Stoll. (1989). Mouse Paint. San
Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Three
adventuresome white mice climb into three jars of
paint: red, yellow and blue. They then dance, step,
and stir the paint to create new colors, but return to
their original white by cleaning in the cat's bowl.
Walsh's illustrations are simply-cut paper collages
which, combined with the story's brief phrases,
create an amusing and engaging book for children
that simultaneously teaches about colors.

What You Need:

small balls of play dough- 1 each of red, yellow,
and blue; put each in small baggy

What To Do Together:

set out small amounts of each color to play with;
encourage child to play with the colors until they
mix together, talk about the new colors

More Ways To Learn:

1. blow painting- put a few drops of each of the 3
primary colors fairly close together on a piece of
white construction paper. Show them how to blow
through a straw so the colors mix.
2. Staple white sheets of construction paper together
to make a book and write "My Color Book" on front
cover. At the top of the page glue a piece of colored
paper and write the color name on top. Together find
pictures in magazines that match that color or
write in objects that are the appropriate color.
3. Play "I Spy" something brown or "I spy"
something green. Have the child guess what you are
seeing. Take turns.

(

April- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Science and Nature

Activity:

Plants

Reference:

Ehlert, Lois. (1988). Planting a Rainbow San
Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Ehlert's
brightly colored graphic prints and simple text
show children the basic concepts involved in
planting and the wide variety of many beautiful
flowers that we can grow. The book ends with
layers of pages from narrow to wide, each showing
flowers the same color as the edge of that page.
The flowers are each labeled; children can
participate by naming the colors or any flowers
they recognize.

What You Need:

I plastic cup, dirt or potting soil, seeds, water

What To Do Together:

Have child plant their own seeds in their cup.
Explain that the seeds need air, water, and light to
grow. Place the cup on a windowsill or another
well lighted area. Remind the child that they need to
check their cups every day to see if it needs
water. Do not over water it or it will die. Once they
have bloomed, choose a special place outside to
transplant it.

More Ways To Learn:

I. Take a walk together and look at all the spring
flowers. Make a list of the flowers you both can
name.
2. Set up a terrarium garden by putting a layer of
pebbles and 2 or 3 inches of soil in a clear-plastic
cup. Plant a small plant in the soil. Add a small
amount of water. Place a second cup upside down
on top of the first cup and tape together. You
won't have to water this plant!

May- Family Literacy Involvement

·

Topic:

Farm Animals

Activity:

Visit to a Farm

Reference:

Brown, Margaret Wise. (1956). Big Red Barn.
New York: Harper and Row Publishers. This
book is a wonderful introduction to farm animals, as
well as the sequence of illustrations coupled with
rhyming text are well-suited for preschoolers.

What You Need:

a farm with a large assortment of animals

What To Do Together:

Before going to the farm, talk about what animals
you expect to see there. Make a list. Take the list
and check off each animal as you see them. Add
any others that were not listed. Draw a picture of
what you liked best at the farm .. _

More Ways To Learn:

l. Pudding: Place pudding mix and milk (according
to directions) in an airtight container and shake.
Serve. Talk about where milk comes from.
2. Take pictures at the farm and make a photo
story. Have child dictate story while adult writes
words.
3. Make butter: Pour heavy whipping cream into
2-3 baby food jars (half full). Shake the jars until
butter forms. Pour excess liquid out of jars and
add a small amount of salt. Serve on crackers.

Song:

"Old MacDonald"
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-1-0.
And on his farm he had a (cow), E-I-E-I-0.
With a (moo-moo) here and a (moo-moo) there.
Here a (moo); there a (moo); everywhere a (moo-moo)
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-0.

June- Family Literacy Involvement
Topic:

Teddy Bears

Activity:

Teddy Bear Picnic

Reference:

Kennedy, Jimmy. (1983). The Teddy Bear's
Picnic La Jolla, CA: Green Tiger Press. The
teddy bears have their picnic in the woods one fine
day, and a little boy dresses in a teddy bear costume
to join the festivities. Many teddy bears march
over the hillside to come to the picnic. In the end,
children will have a fun surprise. The little boy's
mother, father, and sister were also disguised as
teddy bears! The rhyming, rhythmic text and full
page tempera paint pictures will captivate young
children.

What You Need:

peanut butter and jelly for sandwiches and mix for
lemonade, thermos, picnic blanket and basket
and favorite teddy bears

What To Do Together:

prepare sandwiches and lemonade and pack picnic
basket including teddy bear; find a nice 12_lace outside
to have lunch

More Ways To Learn:

serve Teddy Grahams for snack- practice counting, for
example, say "give me 1 bear" or "count out 5 for
me".

Chant:

"Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear"
Teddy bear, teddy bear, turn around.
Teddy bear, teddy bear, touch the ground.
Teddy bear, teddy bear, climb the stairs.
Teddy bear, teddy bear, say your prayers.
Teddy bear, teddy bear, tum out the light.
Teddy bear, teddy bear, say "goodnight!"

AppendixB

Monthly Book Lists
AUTHOR

TITLE

SEPTEMBER

Self-Concept
Carlson, Nancy
Hoffman, Mary
Hallihan, P.K.
Kraus, Robert
Mayer, Mercer

I Like Me!
Amazing Grace
I'm Glad to Be Me
Leo, the Late Bloomer
Just for You
Just Me and My Dad
Just Grandma and Me
Just Me and Grandpa
Ira Sleeps Over
Quick as a Cricket
I Like to Be Little!

Waber, Bernard
Wood, Audrey
Zolotow, Charlotte

Colors
Ardley, Neil
dePaola, Tomie
Dodds, Dayle Ann
Ehlert, Lois
Hoban, Tana
Konigsburg, E:L.
Kunhardt, Edith
Lamorisse, Albert
Lionni, Leo

The Science Book of Color
Mariana May and Nursey
The Color Box
Color Zoo
Is it Red? Is it Yellow? Is it Blue9
Samuel Todd's Book of Colors
Red Day, Green Day
The Red Balloon
Little Blue and Little Yellow
A Color of His Own
Purple, Green and Yellow
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What do You See9
My First Book of Colors
Mary Wore Her Red Dress

Munsch, Robert
Martin, Bill, Jr.
Murphy, Chuck
Peek, Merle
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Shapes
Hefner, Richard
Hoban, Tana
Kohn, Bernice
Thole, Dorothy

The Strawberry Book of Shapes
Circles, Triangles and Squares
Everything Has a Size and Everything Has a Shape
Tatum's Favorite Shape

Johnny Appleseed
.Alike
Gibbons, Gail
Steven Kellogg
Lewis, Frank
Lindbergh, Reeve
Orback, Ruth
Thomas, Ruth
Russell, Solveig

The Story of Johnny Appleseed
The Seasons of Arnold's Apple Tree
The Story of Johnny Appleseed
Johnny's Secret
Johnny Appleseed
Apple Pigs
Applemouse
Johnny Appleseed

First Day of Autumn
Amosky, Jim
Barklem, Jill
Carlson, Nancy White
Ehlert, Lois
Hirschi, Ron
Knutson, Kimberley
Maas, Robert
Miles, Betty
Parramon, Joseph M.
Rockwell, Anne
Simon, Seymour
Wood, Lucille

Raccoons and Ripe Con1
Autumn Story
Good-bye Geese
Red Leaf, Yell ow Leaf
Fall
Harvest Song
Ska-tat!
When Autumn Comes
A Day of Autumn
Autumn
Apples and Pumpkins
Autumn Across America
Autumn

OCTOBER
Pumpkins
Hall, Zoe
Johnston, Tony
King, Elizabeth
Kroll, Steven
Miller, Edna

It's Pumpkin Time
The Vanishing Pumpkin
The Pumpkin Patch
The Biggest Pumpkin Ever
Mouskin's Golden House

Ray, David
Sierra Club Press
Silvennan, Erica
Titherington, Jeanne
Zagwyn, Deborah

Pumpkin Light
The Pumpkin People
Big Pumpkin
Pumpkin, Pumpkin
The Pumpkin Blanket

Cats, Spiders, Bats
Althea
Bunting, Eve
Back, Christine
Cannon, Janell
Carle, Eric
Freeman, Don
Gibbons, Gail
Greenaway, Frank
Kaufmann, John
Kraus, Ruth
Lexau, Joan
Marzallo, Jean
McNulty, Faith
Ryder, Joanne
Shaw, Richard
Traditional

Ghosts Skeletons
Ahlberg, Janet and Allen
Balestrino, Philip
Bennett, Jill
Bright, Robert
Gross, Ruth Belov
Johnston, Tony
Parker, Steve
Monsters
Crowe, Robert L.
Johnston, Tony
Mayer, Mercer

Bats
Scary, Scary Halloween
Spider's Web
Stellaluna
The Very Busy Spider
Hattie the Backstage Bat
Spiders
Amazing Bats
Bats in the Night
How Spider Saved Halloween
The Spider Makes a Web
Halloween Cats
The Lady and the Spider
The Spiders Dance
The Kitten in the Pumpkin Patch
The Eency, Weency Spider
The ltsy, Bitsy Spider

Funnybones
The Skeleton Inside You
Teeny Tiny
Georgie the Ghost (all of the books)
A Book About Your Skeleton
The Soup Bone
Skeleton

Clyde the Monster
Goblin Walk
There's a Nightmare in My Closet
There's Something in My Attic

Two Monsters
A Halloween Mask for Monster
Seven Little Monsters
Where the Wild Things Are
What's in the Cave

McKee, David
Mueller, Virginia
Sendak, Maurice
Seymour, Peter
NOVEMBER

Signs of Fall
Buscaglia, Leo
Ehlert, Lois
Selsam, Millicent
Silverstein, Shel
Udry, Janice May
Wildsmith, Brian

The Fall of Freddy the Leaf
Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf
A First Look at Leaves
The Giving Tree
A First Look at Leaves
The Trunk

Crows, Scarecrows
Aylesworth, Jim
Holder, Heidi
Lifton, Betty Jean
Lionni, Leo
Martin, Bill, Jr.
Miller, Edna
Ravilious, Robin
Schertle, Alice
Williams, Linda

One Crow
Crows: An Old Rhyme
Joji and the Dragon
Six Crows
Barn Dance
Pebbles, The Pack Rat
Two in a Pocket
Witch Hazel
The Old Lady Who Was Not Afraid of Anything.

Squirrels, Mice
Ehlert, Lois
Henkes, Kevin
Kraus, Robert
Lionni, Leo
Numeroff, Laura Joffe
Wildsmith, Brian
Wood, Don and Audrey

Nuts to You
Chrysanthemum
Owen
Whose Mouse Are You?
Frederick
If You Give a Mouse a Cookie
Squirrels
The Little Mouse, the Red Ripe Strawberry and
the Very Hungry Bear

Native Americans, Pilgrims
Aliki
Baylor, Byrd
Gorsline, Marie and Douglas
Longfellow, Henry W.
Van Laan, Nancy

Com is Maize - The Gift of the Indians
Everybody Need a Rock
North American Indians
Hiawatha
Rainbow Crow

Thanksgiving
Balian, Loma
Bunting, Eve
Child, Lydia Maria
Devlin, Wende and Harry
Gibbons, Gail
Kroll, Steven
McPherson, Betty
Pilkey, Dav

Sometimes It's Turkey - Sometimes It's Feathers
A Turkey for Thanksgiving
Over the River and Through the Wood
Cranberry Thanksgiving
Thanksgiving Day
Oh, What a Thanksgiving!
A Mayflower Adventure
Twas the Night Before Thanksgiving

DECEMBER
Christmas in Many Lands
Adler, David
Bartocci, Barbara
Brett, Jan
DeBrunhoff, Jean
dePaola, Tomie
Kent, Jack
Lindgren, Astrid
Soto, Gary
Mr./Mrs. Santa Claus
Ahlberg, Chris Van
Balian, Loma
Brown, Michael
Elf, Scribbler
Ives, Penny
Krahn, Fernando
McPhail, David

A Picture Book of Hanukkah
Christmas in Many Lands
The Christmas Trolls
Babar and Father Christmas
The Legend of Old Befana
Merry Christmas, Strega Nona
The Christmas Pinata
Christmas in Noisy Village
Too Many Tamales

The Polar Express
Bah, Humbug!
Santa Mouse
The Story of Santa Claus
Mrs. Santa Claus
How Santa Claus had a Long and Difficult Journey
Delivering His Presents
Santa's Book of Names

Moore, Clarke Clement

The Night Before Christmas

Reindeer
Hazen, Barbara
Kunnas, Mauri
Price, Moe
Small, David

Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
Santa Claus and His Elves
The Christmas Reindeer
Imogene's Antlers

Teddy Bears
Barry, Robert
Gammell, Stephen
Holt, Shirley and Richardson, Lee
Hoffman, James
Stevenson, James
Stickland, Henrietta

Mr. Willowby's Christmas Tree
Wake Up, Bear, It's Christmas!
Sophie's Surprise
The Christmas Wreath
The Night After Christmas
The Christmas Bear

Gingerbread Men, Miscellaneous
Duvoisin, Roger
Gackenbach, Dick
Galdone, Paul
Gibbons, Gail
Hill, Eric
Kimmel, Eric
Miles, Calvin
Wellington, Monica

Petunia's Christmas
Claude the Dog
The Gingerbread Man
Christmas Time
Spot's First Christmas
The Gingerbread Man
Calvin's Christmas Wish
Mr. Cookie Baker

JANUARY
Winter Weather
Downing, Julie
Eward, Claire
Frost, Robert
Hidaka, Masako
Joos, Francoise and Frederic
Keats, Ezra Jack
Slobodkin, Florence and Louis
Tresselt, Alvin
Vendrell, Carme

White Snow, Blue Feather
One Cold Night
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
Girl from the Snow Country
The Golden Snowflake
The Snow Day
Too Many Mittens
The Mitten
Winter

Animals in Winter
Bancroft, Henrietta
Getz, Arthur
Hayward, Linda
Krauss, Ruth
Miller, Edna

Animals in Winter
Hamilton Duck
Snowy Day Bear
The Happy Day
Mousekin's Woodland Sleepers

Eskimoes, ArticAnima)s
Carlson, Nancy White
Lester, Helen
Johnson, Sylvia
Joosse, Barbara M.
Serventy, Vincent

Northern Lullaby
Tacky the Penguin
Penguins
Mama, Do You Love Me?
Animals in the Wild: Penguins

Gnomes
Cosgrove, Stephen
Lindgren, Astrid
Huvgen, Wil

The Gnome from Nome
The Tomten
Gnomes
Teeny Tiny Gnome Tomes

Martin Luther King, Brotherhood
Adler, David
Brown, Margaret
deKay, James T.
Hallihan, P.K.
Heide, Florence Parry
Katz, Bobbi
Lillegard, Dee
Marzallo, Jean
Mattem,Joanne

A Picture Book of Marten Luther King, Jr.
The Friendly Book
Meet Martin Luther King, Jr.
That's What a Friend Is
That's What Friends Are For
I'll Build My Friend a Mountain
My First Martin Luther King Book
Happy Birthday, Martin Luther King
Young Martin Luther King, Jr.

FEBUARY
Valentine's Day
Anglund, Joan Walsh
Brown, Marc
Bunting, Eve
Carlson, Nancy Carlson
Kraus, Robert

What Color is Love?
Arhtur's Valentine
The Valentine Bear
The Mysterious Valentine
How Spider Saved Valentine's

KroJI, Steven
Ross, Dave
Chinese New Year
Heyer, Mariles
Lobel, Arnold
Mosel, Arlene
Politi, Leo
Weise, Kurt
Waters, Kate
W olkstein, Diane
Yen, Clara

Five Senses
Rius, Maria, J.M. Parramon,
and J.J. Puig

WiJI You Be My Valentine?
A Book of Hugs

The Weaving of a Dream
Ming Lo Moves the Mountain
Tikki, Tikki Tembo
Mr. Fong's Toy Shop
The Story About Ping
Lion Dancer: Ernie Wan's Chinese New Year
White Wave
Why Rat Comes First: A Story of the Chinese
Zodiac

Smell
Sight
Hearing
Touching
Taste

Gr_o_un_dh_og_D_ay
Balian, Loma
BuJla, Clyde Robert
Cohen, Carol
Gomi, Taro
Myers, Bernice

A Garden for a Groundhog
What Makes a Shadow
Wake Up, Groundhog!
Shadows
Come Out, Shadow, Wherever You Are!

The Tooth Fairy
Balian, Loma
Bate, Lucy
Christiana, David
Karlin, Nurit
Kaye, Marilyn
Weiss, Leatie
WiJliams, Barbara
Wolman, Judith
Wood, Audrey

The Sweet Touch
Little Rabbit's Loose Tooth
A Tooth Fairy's Tale
The Tooth Witch
The Real Tooth Fairy
Heather's Feathers
Albert's Toothache
Lizzie and the Tooth Fairy
Tooth Fairy

MARCH

St. Patrick's Day
Balian, Lorna
Calhoun, Mary
dePaola, Tomie
Fujikawa, Gyo
Fyleman, Rose

Leprechauns Never Lie
The Hungry Leprechaun
Fin M'Coul'
Come Follow Me ... to the Secret World of
Elves, Fairies, Gnomes and Trolls
A Fairy Went A-Marketing

Rain, Rainbows
Freeman, Don
Garelick, May
Kalan, Robert
Nicklaus, Carol
UldeRico

A Rainbow of My Own
Where Does a Butterfly Go When It Rains?
Rain
Mabel and the Rainbow
The Rainbow Goblins

Wind, Kites
Crawford, Thomas
Ets, Marie Hall
Shapiro, Arnold
Shaw, Charles
Turkle, Brinton

Harold's Flyaway Kite
Gilbert and the Wind
Kenny's Crazy Kite
It Looked Like Split Milk
The Sky Dog

First Day of Spring
Atkinson, Allen
Balzola, Asum
Getz, Arthur
Hirschi, Ron
Hopkins, Margo
Keats, Ezra Jack
Olfers, Sibylle
Selkowe, Valrie
Yolen, Jane

Jack in the Green
Spring
Hamilton Duck's Springtime Story
Spring
Honey Rabbit
Jennie's Rabbit
When the Root Children Wake Up
Spring Green
Eeny, Meeny, Miney Mole

Pussywillows
Brown, Margaret Wise
Wextler, Jerome

Pussywillow
Wonderful Pussywillows

APRIL

Easter
Auch, Mary Jane
Balian, Loma
Brown, Margaret Wise
Claret, Maria
Milhous, Katherine
Stock, Catherine
Tudor, Tasha
Wells, Rosemary

The Easter Egg Farm
Humbug Rabbit
The Golden Egg Book
The Chocolate Rabbit
The Egg Tree
Easter Surprise
A Tale for Easter
Max's Chocolate Chicken

Faulkner, Keith
Heller, Ruth
Hooper, Miko
Imai, Miko
Polacco, Patricia
Roddie, Shen
Ross, Tony
San Souci, Robert
Wood, A.J.

Tap! Tap! .. the Egg Cracked
Chickens Aren't the only ones
Seven Eggs
Little Lumpty
Rechenka's Eggs
Hatch, Egg, Hatch!
Eggbert, The Slightly Cracked Egg
The Talking Eggs
Egg!

Chicks, Ducks
Auch, Mary Jane
Back, Christine
Ginsburg, Mirra
Huchins, Pat
McCloskey, Robert
McMillan, Bruce
Miller, Edna
Pomerantz, Charlotte
Roddie, Shen

Peeping Beauty
Chicken and Egg
The Chick and the Duckling
Rosie's Walk
Make Way for Ducklings
Here a Chick, There a Chick
Duck, Duck
One Duck, Another Duck
Chicken Pox

Birds, Nests
Burt, Denise
Gans, Roma
Hutchins, Pat
Kent, Jack

The Smallest Swallow
It's Nesting Time
Good-night, Owl
Round Robin

Massie, Diane Redfield
Rabbits
Bate, Lucy
Lionni, Leo
Shannon, George
Williams, Garth
Williams, Margery

The Baby Beebee Bird

Little Rabbit's Loose Tooth
Let's Make Rabbits
Dance Away
The Rabbits' Wedding
The Velveteen Rabbit

Fann Animals
Demuth, Patricia Brennan
Dunn, Judy

Loomis, Christine
Luton, Mildred
Ginnsburg, Mirra
Nodsed, Joan
Tudor, Tasha

The Ornery Morning
The Little Duck
The Little Goat
The Little Lamb
The Little Rabbit
One Cow Coughs
Little Chicks' Mother and All the Others
Good Morning, Chick
Who Took the Farmer's Hat?
The Five Senses

MAY

Mother's Day
Balian, Loma
Bauer, Caroline
Fox, Mem
Mayer, Mercer
Merriam, Eve
Zolotow, Charlotte
Insects
Butterworth, Nick
Carle, Eric
Cosgrove, Stephen

Poulet, Virginia

Mother's Mother's Day
My Mom Travels a Lot
ls Your Mama a Llama?
Just For You
Mommies at Work
Some Things Go Together

Amanda's Butterfly
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
The Very Grouchy Ladybug
Hucklebug
The Dream Tree
Snugg
The Blue Bug (the entire series)

Butterflies
An invitation to the Butterfly Ball

Tarrant, Graham
Yolen, Jane
Amphibians
Kalan, Robert
Kent, Jack
Lionni, Leo
Lobel, Arnold
Tarrant, Graham
Walsh, Ellen Stoll

Jump, Frog,Jump
The Caterpillar and the Polliwog
Fish is Fish
Frog and Toad (and of the series)
Frogs
Hop Jump

Reptiles
Aliki

Keep Your Mouth Closed, Dear
Use Your Head, Darling
Turtle Tale
Over in the Meadow
A Color of His Own
Lizard's Song
Crictor
Lyle the Crocidile (any of the series)

Asch, Frank
Keats, Ezra Jack
Lionni, Leo
Shannon, George
Ungerer, Tomi
Waber, Bernard
Ilin_os_aurs
Berg, Cherny
Hoff, Syd
Kellogg, Steven
Most, Bernard
Watson, Jane Werner

Three-Hom, the Dinosaur
Danny and the Dinosaur
The Enormous Tadpole
It the Dinosaurs Came Back
Dinosaurs

JUNE
Sea Life
Carle, Eric
Carpenter, Mimi Gregoire
Fox, Mem
Lionni, Leo
Ormondroyd, Edward
Ryder, Joanne
Selsam, Millicent

A House for Hermit Crab
What the Sea Left Behind
Bad Boris
Swimmy
Johnny Castleseed
One Small Fish
Animals of the Sea
A First Look at Fish

